Easy Read information on how to
apply to the Royal Academy of Arts’
Summer Exhibition 2021
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Website Links
If you are reading this easy read on your
phone, tablet or computer you can click on
website links to see more information.
When you see this icon it means you can
click on a website link.
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About the Royal Academy of Arts

The Royal Academy of Arts is an arts
organisation. It’s also known as the RA.

It is based in London, England.

It runs art exhibitions and events all year
round that people can visit.

It also has its own art school.

It is run by artists and architects who
want to encourage people to create and
enjoy art.
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About the Summer Exhibition
Every year the RA has an art exhibition
called the Summer Exhibition.

The Summer Exhibition is the biggest
open-submission art exhibition in the world.
Open-submission means that anyone can
enter their work to be considered for
inclusion.

The Summer Exhibition features lots of
different types of art including paintings,
prints, films, photos, drawings, sculptures
and architectural designs.

All of the art in the Summer Exhibition is
chosen by Royal Academicians.
Royal Academicians are artists who are
members of The Royal Academy.
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This year’s theme
Each year the Summer Exhibition has a different theme.

This year’s theme was chosen by an artist
called Yinka Shonibare.
Yinka’s theme is called Reclaiming Magic.

The theme is all about the joy of making art.
Yinka is very interested in artists and
artworks that celebrate the magic of
creating art.
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How to enter your art
Anyone can enter their art to be considered for inclusion.

All applications are done online through a
website:
www.summer.royalacademy.org.uk

To apply you need to visit this website
and create an account.

You then need to pay your entry fee. It
costs £35 per artwork.

£35
You can pay the fee online by credit or
debit card. This fee is non-refundable.
Non-refundable means we are not able to
give the money back.
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You then enter information about your
artwork and upload pictures of it.
You will need to tell us:
ü Type of work (is it a painting,
sculpture or photograph for example)
ü Title (what your artwork is called)
ü The year you created it
ü Medium (what it’s made out of)
ü Dimensions of work (how big it is)
ü Price (If you want to sell the work
then let us know the cost of it)

Deadline to enter
You must pay your fee and submit your
digital entry before 11.59pm on
24 May 2021
11.59 pm
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Helpful links for entering
These are some helpful articles and videos on applying
for the Summer Exhibition

Video Tutorial: How To
Photograph Your Work
https://roy.ac/se2021photo

Suggested Transport Agents
https://roy.ac/se2021transport

Guide to Selling
https://roy.ac/se2021selling
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What happens next?
After the deadline has passed the judges
will look at all of the entries and make a
shortlist.

If you are successful in the shortlist, we
will tell you by email and ask you to
deliver your artwork to the RA for the
next round of selection.

The judges then look at all of these
artworks and make their final section.

If your work is selected it will be displayed
in the Summer Exhibition!
If your work is not selected you will be
asked to collect it from the RA.
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Questions?
If you have a question, first take a look
at our Frequently Asked Questions
on the Summer Exhibition website.

If you can't find the answer to your
question, get in touch:
https://summer.royalacademy.org.uk/
Home/ContactUs

Open

The Summer Exhibition Office is open
Monday to Friday, 10am to 5pm. We will
respond within 3 working days.

How to find us
Royal Academy of Arts
Burlington House
Piccadilly
London
W1J 0BD

This easy read was created by
Jade French Co 2021
www.jade-french.com

Access
If you need help you can
contact the access team:
access@royalacademy.org.uk
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